
Barr-Reeve Vikings Basketball 

Scouting Report vs. Yamoto Dragons 
“Fear None and Respect All!” 

 

 
PERSONNEL 
STARTERS 
POS. # NAME HT. GRADE 
G 22 Jack Stoll                 6’0” 11 
DRIVER/SHOOTER.  Point guard who is pretty athletic - really hurt the Panthers earlier this year.  Can hit the pull-up 
jumper (about the only guy), but would rather get to the rim.  Plays very hard.  Really likes to set up his drives with shot 
fakes.  Loves to come off of ball screens and get downhill in the paint.  Crashes the boards very hard from the guard 
spot.  Defensively, he will overplay and will lose vision of his man - we can look to backdoor him.  AVE:  10.4 PPG; 2.9 
RPG; 2.0 APG; 0.8 SPG; 24-80 (30%) 3PT; 35-48 (72.9%) FT. 

G 30 Joe Exotic   5’10”                                 12 
DRIVER.  Handles it a lot for them this year even when #15 is in.  Can be pressured - gets shaky with the ball at times. 
Tries to get to the rim, but likes the pull-up game.  Likes to backdoor when pressured.  Will shoot the three (6-13) only 
when left open - comfortable spotting up in corner.  He has gotten better at attacking off the ball screen this year.  They 
set a lot of ball screens on the wing and he does a good job of penetrating off these to the free-throw line area for 
pull-ups.  He also does a good job of getting shots off of curl screens and they look to set them for him.  Likes to use his 
left hand on drives.  Will charge over.  Defensively, he will leave his feet on the perimeter and go for shot fakes.  Really 
extends pressure way out onto the floor. AVE:  8.2 PPG; 2.9 RPG; 1.7 APG; 1.1 SPG; 18-48 (37.5%) 3PT; 22-28 (78.6%) FT. 

G 35 Jeremy Rauch  5’10” 12 
DRIVER.  He is a set shooter if he is given time.  Usually looking to set other guys up.  Not strong with the ball and can be 
turnover prone.  Does crash the boards a little bit.  Will shoot off the dribble, but not an aggressive scorer.  Defensively, 
he is not very big so we need to look to go at him.  Goes for shot fakes big time - especially off the dribble.  AVE:  3.3 
PPG; 1.3RPG; 0.6APG; 0.7 SPG; 6-38 (15.8%) 3PT; 14-20 (70%) FT. 

F 45 Heath Howington 6’4” 12
SHOOTER/BANGER.  Very athletic and strong kid.  Will shoot the 3 but 15 footer is more his range - don’t let him be 
comfortable.  Has an ugly shot - but effective - will take bad shots when things aren’t going well for them.  Loves to come 
off of flex down screens and shoot the jumper at the elbow or receive kick-outs in the short corner - has a quick release. 
Screens and seals very hard.  Sets a ton of ball screens - likes to UCLA screen then ball screen wing.  Really does a good 
job of sealing and rolling to the rim off of ball screens, especially those in transition.  Works the high post against zone 
defense.  All right hand on drive - will charge over.  We must find him and block him out - without a doubt their BEST 
OFFENSIVE REBOUNDER.  Really tends to want to turn left shoulder in the post.  Works baseline against half-court traps. 
Defensively, he is their best rebounder.  Will play way off of his man on the help (look to skip to his man).  He also closes 
out heavy on the left hand - look to rip and go.  Around the rim and out on the floor he loves to block shots - USE YOUR 
PUMP FAKES and drive around him.  AVE:  13.7 PPG; 7.9 RPG; 2.1 APG; 0.4 SPG; 10-32 (31.3%) 3PT; 22-44 (50%) FT. 

F 32 Bill Walton 6’6” 12 
POST/DRIVER.  Plays the 4-Spot most of the time.  Runs the floor very well.  He is a good rebounder on both ends of the 
floor.  Will shoot an occasional three, but is much more of a post (loves to catch in the short corner; face; and drive you) 
and offensive rebound guy as far as scoring goes.  Very weak passer.  Goes to the boards very hard - must be blocked 
out.  Defensively, he gets caught behind in the post a lot.  AVE:  4.3 PPG; 3.3 RPG; 0.3 APG; 0.1 SPG; 4-12 (33.3%) 3PT; 
8-12 (66.7%) FT. 

SUBS 
G/F 22 Jonathan Bowles 6’2” 11 
DRIVER.  He will also go in and post you up.  Most of the time he is their 6th Man.  Gets a lot of hustle points for them 
and does a ton of “little” things that become big plays.  You must match his effort on both ends of the floor.  AVE:  2.7 



PPG; 2.3 RPG; 0.2 APG; 0.1 SPG; 1-7 (14.2%) 3PT; 8-15 (53.3%) FT. 
 
G 15 Larry Altstadt 5’8” 10 
DRIVER.  Stalky guard.  Will shoot an occasional three, but is very similar to the other players in that he is a drive first 
guy.  He is not a great ball handler, nor is he a great passer.  He can really be pressured into mistakes.  Defensively, he is 
very scrappy and tough on cuts.  AVE:  2.2 PPG; 0.9 RPG; 0.3 APG; 0.2 SPG; 4-11 (36.4%) 3PT; 2-7 (28.6%) FT. 
 
F 40 Kevin Menke 6’2” 12 
POST.  Banger inside.  Has played a lot more recently and they will go to him if #51 is not producing on either end of the 
floor.  AVE:  2.9 PPG; 1.7 RPG; 0.3 APG; 0.3 SPG; 1-4 (25%) 3PT; 3-8 (37.5%) FT. 

G 13 Tim Helfen 5’11” 12 
DRIVER.  Guard sub.  Has not played a lot lately.  AVE:  0.3 PPG; 0.3 RPG; 0.3 APG; 0.1 SPG; 0-2 3PT; 0-0 FT. 

  

PLAY TO THE BEST OF YOUR ABILITIES 

MORE IMPORTANTLY… 

PLAY FOR EACH OTHER   



 

Half Court Defenses 
- M/M  
- 122 
- Run and Jump (1-2) 

Full Court Presses 
- 122 
- M/M 

Best Outside Shooter 
15 
 
Worst Outside Shooter 
31 

Best Ballhandler: 
15-25 
Worst Ballhandler: 
31-51 

Best Offensive Rebounder: 
41 
Best Inside Player: 
41 

Best Free-Throw Shooter: 
15-25 
Worst Free-Throw Shooter: 
41 

What would bother them most? 
DEFENSIVELY 

- Staying in front of them - JUST CONTAIN 
- Taking away ball screen action - GET UNDER and 

SLIDE THROUGH 
- One and Done possessions 
- Don’t let them outhustle you - this is where they 

will try to beat us - especially at their place 
 
OFFENSIVELY 

- Inside-Out basketball - establish this early 
- Get to the FT line - be tough on finishes 
- Force them to guard for extended time - they will 

break down 
 

What do they do best? 
DEFENSIVELY 

- Very physical/aggressive on cuts 
- Will get out in passing lanes and overplay on 

reversals 
- Block out and rebound well on the defensive end 

 
OFFENSIVELY 

- Push sideline for early post entries 
- Get downhill off of wing ball screen action 
- Make sure 41 gets touches about every time 

down the floor 

How do they play screens? 
Get through gaps 
 
How do they play ball screens? 
Get under and pull through (just like we want to do) 
 

How do they defend OBU? 
M/M 
 
What do they run in transition/break? 
Push extremely hard down the right side and try to enter 
into the post - follow with Euro ball screen action 

 
Team Notes… 
Offensive: 
- Love to push quick and transition 

- #41 and #51 do a great job of running the floor and looking high/low for each other on ball reversals 
- if you front the post they will throw over the top 
- we have to beat them to spots and GET LOW! 

- Really like European motion - ball screen action on the wing and movement side-to-side 

Defensive: 
- Tough and gritty (typical Yamato team) - not allowing you to easily do whatever you want to them on cuts 
- Run/Jump press full court and half-court 

- you have to be ready to make a cut and meet passes - run through the ball 
 
Zone Defense 
- Leave the middle open quite a bit 
 
Sets, Calls, Things to Think About… 
Half Court Sets 
vs. M/M 



Fist - Euro Motion - continuity ball screen action on the wings 
- very seldom will ever turn the ball screen action down (TALK - GET UNDER AND SLIDE THROUGH) 

Hand - Flex Post - ball goes to the 3 side in Flex to set up #41 off down screen action 
55 - run with dribble at #15 out of a 1-4 high set 
High - set is very similar to our Boiler action - looking to feed #41 
 
vs. Zone 
Shooter - 131 Pindown on Reversal - we don’t have a call, but #41 or #45 will pin down on the middle man for #41 
coming middle 
Georgia - 221 set vs. 131 half-court trap - flash the weak side guard to the middle and #41 is opposite the ball 
Showtime - Lob set against zone on reversal 

OBUs 
3 - Bulldog set 
4 - Hinton set - run for #41 and then screen/screener for #15 to the corner 
5 - Wildcat set - when #41 takes the ball out they are bringing him back in off screen on the weak side to block 

OBSs 
Diamond - look for baseline shot and post entry on reversal 
Triangle - pass; hand-off and try to get downhill for a basket or kick to the corner 
 
Probable Match-ups 
15 - Gabe 
25 - Isaac 
31 - Brycen 
41 - Keegan 
51 - Austin 

Keys to a Viking Victory 

- GUARD 
- Stop transition game - THEY LOVE TO PUSH HARD DOWN RIGHT SIDE- BALL; BASKET; SHOOTERS 
- Contest shooters (15) and simply STAY IN FRONT OF THEM 
- ONE AND DONE POSSESSIONS  
- FOCUS ON STOPS – 3 Consecutive Stops 8 or More Times – Score on 2/3 of those 5X’s or more 
- Do not allow them to get 50/50 balls and offensive rebounds – GIVE THEM NO TRASH - BE SOLID! 

- BE TOUGH and PLAY TOUGH - be tougher than them on every possession and establish this on the tip 
- Be the first team on the floor every single time tonight 
- The toughest team sets the rules. 

- Limit turnovers – 8 or fewer - NO LIVE BALL TURNOVERS 
- Pound the ball inside and attack the rim w/ dribble penetration and quick flashes/ball movement vs. zone 
- PLAY HARD, PLAY SMART, AND PLAY TOGETHER 


